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The Day Ireland Made History

On the 20th of October 2015 Ireland made history.
This story is the highlights of what happened.
The match will be starting in half an hour and the
people are starting to drift into the Aviva stadium here
in Dublin.
The teams are coming out of the tunnels now and
preparing for the anthems. One minute to kick off and
the Aviva is full. New Zealand are starting the Haka.
Now the two teams are ready to go. Johnny Sexton
pumps this one up into the air now and Zebo grabs it
and is down in the 22 metre line. Conor Murry rips
out the ball and passes back to Devan Toner and the
ball goes to Best, Kearny and Henshaw. Henshaw is
going like a bullet up the field and he offloads to
Tommy Bowe and its going to be Tommy Bowe under

the posts for a try!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. What a try for Ireland
just six minutes in and Ireland 5 points up.
Here comes Sexton with the conversion opportunity
and he knocks this one over the post.
Ireland 7-0 New Zealand
They are now starting and the Matt Todd is running
after it. But it went too far and Rob Kearny has it now
and is running up the field but is taken down and the
ball is turned over now and the black tops are
charging up the field now and are passing like mad
here comes the captain of the New Zealand team and
he dives for a try but the referee is going to the TMO
and there was a clear forward pass. Okay now Ireland
have a put in to a scrum.

30:25
Ireland are after giving away a penalty and Ben
Franks puts this one straight over
Now it is one minute until half time and Ireland are at

the ten metre line. Murry rips the ball out again and
passes to O’Connell, Toner and Bowe. Bowe gives it
to Jones who kicks it forward and Zebo runs after it
and gets a try!!!!!!!!!!!

New Zealand 3-14 Ireland

Nathan Harris now with a penalty opportunity and
they put it between the posts
New Zealand 6-14 Ireland
HALF TIME
The match is going great for Ireland.

Joe Moody start the match. They pump up the pitch.
Will they get a try? And its Ben Franks with a try for
New Zealand. Here they get the conversion and
they're back in the game.
70:00
New Zealand 13-14 Ireland

Ireland after give away a silly peanalty. Well the Irish
players will be very annoyed with that. The pressure is
on all Irish supporters if he misses it will be Irelands
first win against the all blacks.
Matt Todd puts this one to the side of thepost and
Ireland HAVE WON
IRELAND HAVE MADE HISTORY THE
FIRST TIME TO BEAT THE ALL BLACKS

80:01
All they have to do is kick out YES

One New Zealand player has just punched the referee.
Well that is going to be a red card.

Ireland have won the world cup
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